INSTRUCTIONS

ONE COLOR FILLING
WITH POLYGEL®
Step 1
Complete your PolyGEL® nail prep.
Sanitize your client’s hands and
the nails. Soak off or file off color if
applicable.
Step 2
Push back the eponychium and
clean the surrounding nail plate of
any excess cuticle.
Step 3
Using a 150 or 180 grit Hand & Nail
Harmony file, reduce the bulk and
blend the grown out point. Check for
any breakage and buff off.
Electric File Option: Use medium to coarse carbide to
reduce the bulk slightly. Careful not to file the natural nail.
PolyGEL® files easier than acrylic or hardgel. Check for any
breakage and E-File with medium to coarse sanding band.

Step 4
Continue filing to reduce the length,
reshape, and blend the nail. Do not
file the natural nail. Note - In case
of lifting, file behind the lifted area
to reduce the product until the lifted
area flakes away.
Step 5
Gently remove the shine from the
natural nail using the 100 grit side of
the Hand & Nail Harmony 100/180
buffer.
Step 6
Wipe the nail with NAIL SURFACE
CLEANSE and a WIPE IT OFF lint-free
nail wipe to cleanse the nail and
remove all dust.

Step 7
Sparingly, apply PH BOND Nail Prep
to the natural nail plate only. Apply
FOUNDATION Base Gel to the natural
nail. Cure for 5 seconds in the 18G
LED Light.
Step 8
Squeeze just the right amount of
PolyGEL® out of the tube, Slice
product with your POLYTOOL®,
Roll product onto the nail just below
the cuticle.
Step 9
Using your POLYTOOL® brush with
a small amount of SLIP SOLUTION,
just enough to pat product into
nail without drag. Apply and blend
additional product if needed. Cure
for 60 seconds.
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Step 10
File and shape nails with a 180 grit
file and smooth with the 100/180
grit buffer. Cleanse with Nail Surface
Cleanse and Wipe It Off lint-free nail
wipe.
Electric File Option: E-file and shape with medium to
coarse carbide and smooth with the 180 grit buffer.
Careful not to file the natural nail. PolyGEL® files easier
than acrylic or hard gel.

Step 11
Apply a thin coat of TOP IT OFF
Sealer Gel. Cure for 30 seconds.
Cleanse with Nail Surface Cleanse
and a lint-free nail wipe. Massage
NOURISH Cuticle Oil into the skin
surrounding the nail plate. Enjoy
your finished look.
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